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R&D into CE and
mitigation don't rule























taken. Yet one must

















































mitigation, cited as a
reason for CE R&D,
may become a self-
fulfilling prophecy.
A12 Field tests






deployment of T -






The strength, as well
as the reality of a
negative feedback





















purely on the basis of
commercial interest.
This would lead to







R&D into CE might






























to be carried out in 50












the CE method T
such that it is ready
for deployment;
corresponding





















Starting with R&D in
a decade or so is fully
sufficient so as to
have the CE
technology T ready in
time, i.e. in ca. 40
years.






























mankind has failed to
meet an elementary
challenge: To live and
to survive on this





A80 Betrayel of the
Divine Creation









IV, 37; WCC 1998)
A79 Contempt for
the Given














The CE technology T
may potentially serve




















Criticism of Technology and Modern Civilisation
A75 Hubris
Argument








and a form of self-















































































rights will be realised




bring about that less
people possess
elementary




















we might fail to
achieve the 2-degree-
target such that CE
deployment is the











































A54 It might get
worse






Mitigation, too, is, at
































As a consequence of
the earth system's
complexity, we will
never be in a position
























time scales and to




























be deployed for no


































of the CE technology
T is in any case
(morally) wrong.
T10 CE easy










Pro Readiness for Deployment








Only with the help of
a ready CE
technology T can the
atmospheric CO2
level be reduced to
350 ppm. (Hansen

















reduced to less than




Arguments from Efficiency and Ease of Implementation
A43 Indirect costs
underestimated
The CE method T is














current mode of our
economy. (Ott 2010)




deployed by a small
group of determined
nations to the benefit






























which might be used






In a future situation of
climate emergency,
deploying CE might
be the lesser evil.
A28 Compensation
























than other ones); this
reduces the ethical
























Deploying CE in a
situation of
emergency might be














































An initial act of
pollution would even




post, because it is an























Justifications of R&D obligation and prohibition



















R&D into CE requires
(morally) a broad and
well-informed consent
of those potentially






R&D into CE is but a
rationalisation for











R&D into CE is likely








A90 R&D no goal in
its own
R&D is no intrinsic




requiring a choice as





























The CE technology T
is, in itself, neutral
and may be applied






Alternative Justifications of R&D
A81 Avoiding hasty
CE implementation
By pointing out risks
and flaws of CE, R&D















A84 Specialisation A86 Specialisation
A87 Preparing
informed decision
R&D is supposed to
enable future decision
















The CE technology T
should be ready for
deployment at a




R&D into the CE
technology T under
the aspect F are
negligible as













the CE technology T
under aspect F which
bring about that T is
probably ready in
time.
T2* Success of R&D
likely
Immediate R&D into
the CE technology T
will [probably] ensure,




R&D is required so as




R&D into the CE
technology T under




R&D into the CE
technology T under
the aspect F must













R&D into the CE
technology T should


























we will be in a
position, when
actually deploying
CE, to robustly rule

















be substituted by CE.
Gregor Betz, Sebastian Cacean 
CAVEATS 
This argument map 
1.  is preliminary and incomplete (i.e. represents work in 
progress); 
2.  aggregates and simplifies results of a detailed 
argumentation-theoretic analysis; 
3.  is an interpretation of the controversy; 
4.  is neutral with respect to the assessment of the debate 
and does not say which theses are true or false; 
5.  provides templates for assessing climate engineering: 
specific CE methods must be substituted for the generic 
placeholder T. 




Boxes with no filling contain central claims; arguments are 
represented by filled boxes (blue: pro CE, yellow: contra CE). 
Arrows indicate support- (green) and attack-relationships (red) 
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